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The present repor~t describes simplified mathematical model 0of strategic

retaliation wherein opponent #1 seeks to maxim:1ze by suittble choice of Woupoms

systems his expected survivable strike-second impability,, which opponent #

seeks to minimize by striking firet with weapons systems optimally chosen for

the purpose. Both opponents are constrained in systems choice and procurement

only by total expenditure limits. Both are fully aware or their mutual systems

options.

This type of mathematical problem is a "game" onlyv In special instances.

More generally it is a "max-min" problem, as defined in reference (a). The

jzrticuiar model employed here is the one described in Chapter V of reference

(a). Although It Is illustrative of a wider class of mathematical models, we

shall. here be concerned not with 1ts mathematical interest but with the insights

it cam offer concerning retaliatory systems choice.

We shall review the main features of the mathematical model,, discuos Para-

moter evaluation, and go on to describe the- results of sowe semi-realistic

sample calculetioris Gnd their impl1ations. Appendix A suniarizes the main

features of the mathematical solution.

20 VULNMIABILIIU CKf.EALCTISTICS OF STRATSCICO PCHRCS

The model ousat be introduced by a tcw qualitative remarks mabt vulnor-

ability. All military systems are in some degree actually or potentially

vuirerable to pre-emptive countormesaureI3. It Is this cfrcumstv\nce that gives

rise to perennial concern about the basing of etrategic forces. For present

puirposes it will be convenient to distinguish with respect to basing vulnex-

-71<ability two Idealized classes of systems,, which we salle term "numerically

vulne~able" ('NV) mid "percentage vulnerable" (V.Numerically vulnerable

ista~s are those like fixed ICBM silos that force no-search effort on the
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bluntng-mbinded oppoent but my force him to considerable destructive effort,

while the reverse is true of peruentage vusnerable syetems. -The terminoic y

reflects the definition that for a Und A_• •fj and -an-
J

~ggjj~~gv1 fth ecn-atriker' a 1W~t=a_ Cli 20d"(kence-

Ian •o:•rsaeing number) of the PV systems come midur attack; whereap an approxi- _

* matl• y Lt of the KV systems (hence a c7qreasing percentage) come under

attack. This is true because the PV Ptydtams charaetsriaticelly require search,
which subjacts &ny newly-procured PV unit to the sama pro~ability of det(ation/

destruction as any previously-deployed unit. W1 units, as we shall see, find

safety in numbers, so that a newly procured NV unit is on the average slightly

safer than any of its predecessors were. NV units have to be procured in numbers,

otherwise they are not safe; while the first PV unit is as safe as the

kundredth.

No real strategic system exactly fits either of these two idealized vul-

nerability oategories. That is, TAere is no system that when searched for

and found requires zero additional effort to destroy, ind no system _-haz requireJ

zero search effort. However, a system like MMMIUTAHi recjires alnst zero

V search effort, and a system like POLARIS requires negligible oaot-to-destroy

relative to cost-to-find. In fact the great majority of strategic stri.king

systems thus far procured or proposed fall very nearly itto ore of thesa twir

categori.es or the other.

There are, however, two important types of s,'stems that do not fit •ell

into either category. These obey a law of vulnerabllity that approlmAtos

that of FV systems at low levels of b:unting o;osi4cn1 but departz 20,o• tUis

-at the higher levels. The first of thece is typified by a mobile/eonvaalod

system deployed in • p oerati2bg (eo, Mmntm, the Great Lakes, etc.) so

coUi'ned that it may become pcvsibly subject to saturation attack by I U

a of H-bombs. Area attack obviates search. The fractional valnerabIlity

2
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of the system is simply equal to the fracti~on of the deplolyment area that can -be

covered by H-bomb kill patterns.

"-The second example of a system not exaMtly suited to the NV.. PV categoi~es

" is one which consists of a waell nur~er or striking units., either fixed or inobil.e,

-> -tht are concealed among a lArqe iumber of decoys or faise targets. The trut t.rr-

ge,69 munst ba gerninely indistinguishable from the false ones. If this Corlitio.n

is satisfied the would-Do blunter wat- indleaor~wtate attack- thk' entire

*sysitem of decoys u~nd tz-Le targets. Aa3 Z the case of area barrafe Uo m'litairv

r~turn for so doing, the expected mingber of true targets killed,. ýs

Ag~a to blur~ting procureamnt investment,, ur to setitz'ation (iý.O(% kill.) af the

Urget-plus-dvicq.ý system. Su~h striking sý'stems -- namely., -those vulnerawi7;e to fliea

-barrage and those concealed among-large ntmbers cf decoys - may be termed "linearly

vu~merable". .ýt low levels of counterfozc.. op~positiwn they, rar be treated as FV

systems., and will be so trcoated here. The model p~r"Ae here considers only-PV

and-NY systems. To treat linearly vulnerrnble systemis more acmm'ctely the imod.il

should be expandrd.

3. UAkTHMS8TIMA MOE

Sj*Lot 0 designate the total resources of opponent #1 (the secon~d-striker)

a-vallable for atrntegic retaliatory aystems proour-ment,, measured ir, billions %7f

dolltirs,, C2 the-corresponding bblrntinjg resources of the firs-.-striker. Let X

reprosen-t the umeunt (billjons) invested by,#! in retaliatory isystem i. where 1'

runs through the list of percentage vulnerable candidate systems (L.jL.0 those

involving mobility/concealment). It Is assuried that the various PV systems are

"diversified" in the senae that countermeasur'es investmer!ts against mel are not 3

effective againat the others, In Vta absence of ecuntermeastues (i.e., on first

i#1)t t is ie that t ie1t system eam deliver Vi Xi million lbs. of flu-

41l- "thro weight,." where V4 is an~et~tvnsiot t e au'n sy

33
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millioa of Ibs. of throw weight per billion dollars In'seIn genera'. Vi h.•r

different numerical value for each of the available can'ldate -tytemso Ater' rAttack

by'oppcm-nt #2 the frection of #1's striking power survivL7 Is of the fc-m 32p (-A Yd),

where Yis the amouat ot resources alloat~w. by #2 to blunting the~ jth system and AjlI
is parameter measuring the rulnerabilitp of the ith system to countc3emsuros. This] may be see• from the well-known len of -ndom search (reference (b)), which is of

exponential form, with AiYi a measure of seurch effort against the itý system. ?ara-

meter evaluation will be dcscussed in the nexV section. The survivable '.hrow weight

for all of #1's systems is
S.-AiYi

V Vi X i e

summation being extended over all candidate PR sytems.

Similarly for numerically vulnerable systema U X is the rramber of millions of
i J

lba. of throw weight deliverable by ready units on first strike and the surviving

fraction after blunting is again of exponential form. if we consider the exponential

as representing the probability that any particular "silo" survives, then the quantity

in the exponent is the negative of the expected number of hits, proportional to the

number of H-bombs (or other units of destruction) tillocated by the attacker

per silo. The latter number is proportional to the rati', (Yj/Xj) of #2's to #1's

resources allocated to the jth system. That is, the total survivable throw weight is
-.BjYjij-1

Zi u�j e

summation being extended over all candidate NV systems. The total survivable throw

weight for all systems, a "payoff"' loosely related to the degree to which #1 can

deter #2, is ize sum of the two summations just noted. It is to be maximized by

#1's optimum (maximisL-ng) choice of the X., following #2's optimum (minimizing)

choice of the Yi,

- -- AiYi27 -- M 4vjxi~ e • BY~C 1

e- J.

A UX aI-
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-- bjeat to total resource limitations,

Xi OP Yi 01o, Xj o, Yj•o.

for all 1, J.

Note that each system is characterized by only two parameters, a cost index and

an invulnerability index.

The mathematical solution of this problem, involving a sort of odzficatif

of the Lagrange multiplier technique, has been given in detail by Danskin (ref-

erence (a)), and is summarized in Appendix A.

4. FC. F AS FOR PARAMETER EVALUATION

A model pitched on the level of generality characteristic of max-min theory

re4ulres a certain amount of intermediate-grade theorizing, to evaluate the pare-

meters involved. In particular it will be recalled that each system is charac-

terized by two numbers, mne measuring effectiveness/cost, the other measuring

vulnerability. These must be made accessible to practical evaluation.

-~~~~~ ~The effectiveness./cost parameters,, Vi, Upmyb eie, o xmla

(first strike) ready throw weight (millions of lbs.) per billion dollars total

investment in the system, In the numerical examples given in this report we

shall arbitrarily consider only ready (30-mrimn.e delay) throw weight, not inven-

tory, mobilizable, or eventual throw weight. Similarly we shall consider

10-year total system costs, excluding R&D costs or pro-rating them to procure-

w.ent. It is obvious that such definitions are arbitrary and may be discrimin-

atory. (For e-wmple systems of 20-year lifetime are not fairly compared with

those of 10-year lifetim., if all are amortized over a 10-year period.)

• [5



We wn eaxaWne tla vut•.erability Indices. ,or purposes of simplifylng our

lllustratlve exAmples we hypothsize a first-a brikerUe ca pability, for the mid-

19?0'J end later that depends on a single type of offensive weapon, variously

appliod to Iýunt the secortd-striker's systems of whatever nature. This assumed~

n11-Trose threat is a ballistic missile,, capable of lifting heavy payloads.,

which co0n-t of a number of fairly low-yield separate nuclear warheads. It In

aaswumd that the latter can be scattered around at random or placed in a pattern

near the aimi point. If such a concept wtire technically realizable without heavy

weight pemalties., the result would be a substantial improvement In area coverage

over what could be achieved by the same throw weight devoted to a single high-

yield nuclear weapon. Thus, this type of weapon might conceivably become a threat

to limited-area PV systems as well as NV systems in the time frame in question.

It would recommend itself to a first-striker because of its obvious adaptability

to surprise attack.

a. Area Attack on PV ys&tems

For PV systems subject to area barrage attack of the kind just described,

the formula

Ai AOCm (2)

ts useful for evaluating the parameter Ai that Appesrm in the exponential of

Eq. (1). Here A', a function of target hardness, is the Incapacitation (mission

abort) area against one deployed unit of the retaliatory syatai per effective

individual boub, c4 is the fraction of individual bombs effective, A. is the

aystem operating area, U is the number of IMdividudkl bwba per missle, and

C6 is Ahe attacker a cost-,per m~issile In -billions Of doliers.

It :"6 assmed thw•i no 'tUace ame ava•able to the attacker that umIo. ;r-

"-it lodilizalon -ftew a FV mite. Tin e

oea1n:ý ame AO miie. be subjectei to tum-go. If the Iift4idal. V&b~ s are

777 5 ,
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lobbed In at random or directed with CDP's comparable to or grvater than the[

mean separation or burst points, the consequent law of random destruction is

the Poisson law or Eq. (1) (first tesrm),, ident-Ical to thQ law or random asartu.

In this case Eq. (1) appl~es rigorounly and the aystem wider atttck is truly per-

centage-vuirerable., as rhave dtflined the term.

If the individual bombs (or cther weapons) are capable of being b'rart in a

geometrical Rt=that gives uniform area coverage, If they are 100% reliable,

and if we Ignore doubts about the state of human kniowledge or weapon kill radii,.

then the exponential of F.O. (1) must be expamidedj -A!Yi
a I - A.Y4  +..

and only the linear term retained, so that the force requirement for 100%

coverage of the operating area becomes

21 A A oCm
For blunthing expenditures Yj lese than this amount,, the surviving fraction

of the second-stri~ker's retaliatory system is 1-AlYi. This itr the case of "linear

vulnerability" previously mentioned.* It represents an idealized case, strictly

valid only when o('=1 (all mflsailes reliable). The F; and linear casese coincide

except at heavy levels ,V attack. Cur model will here be applied to linearly-

vulnerable as well as true, Pf systems, with the understanding that whenever it]predicts a MV. mwjj _.g of a linearly-vulnerable system that fraction

For random seaeh by onmirt A3W unit* a formula similar to Eq. (2) applies,,

with VaLM replaced b~area aearck-d mut per searah unit within A0 during some

tao-ically sigrdficant timi Interval before or at H-hour wA C9, =plaesd by

CAot Per search unit in billions or dollars * The tactically Significant time

w .
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-4 inhýoeri muset-prombly be short GnC=Ih to avoid giving at'ategio warning of

the attaokcv'a intont.

anoi-ledge or predictability of the l.ocations of NV ystem unito peamito the

fi-'en-strker to "engineer" his attack.

vasluatic. ef the vulnorab index B in Eq. (1) for NV systems subject

to -.t0 previcuely-described ballistic miesile attack proceeds from the wll-known

foxmla (reference (a)) for survival probability q of a point target SubJect to

attack by k lndepaendently-aimed weapons,

-log 2
q~e

where R individual bomb incapacitation radius and C CRP. If A as befre,,

Is +,ke incapacitation area per bwb, tbsn R2 = A'/W. The parameter k is equal to

the vatio of total number of effective bombs employed against the jth NV system,

•¥•, to the nmber of fixed point-targets ("ailosm) comprising the NV system

in qsto--aeyU~/, where W? Is the ready nuclear throw wskftt deliverable

Per silo. Thus the surviving fraction of silos Is

1'* -BjYjA~j
q exp - o 2 e_i "2 m j xJ

whence B is evaluated as

B 0.221 A't ...

eC U Uj (3)

This expresstin shows the gain In i:v" ra bility (B') with increasing effective-

ness/eost psarameter Up. It is this that gives NV sytem their previously-men-

#ied, obsop'teriosle of finding "safety in numbers." Equation (3) is valid

striet' j~~qai A C2 wAn only for attack by Smdiv idaly ained Teaps

*wirpe thoe conditions are viWlitet2 the resultingi fonrlaa In general gm

the- Offectiv?2c33 Of the atttck.

S. . " + ,
L •+ ., .- .:+•



$Mposs that asom true taxiats er.,, hidden among a large number Nd Of false

Uigets or decoys_ fro= which the$ are Idstin&%ishable. To now show that thu~

(linearly vulnarable) rystem so ocanealed Is approximately percentage vulnerable,

thather It to fixed or mobile. The first-striker'sa syetom is as before.*

Xf K is the average trtiwber of bombs placed In a pattern such as tb cover

the area accessibe to the individual target (i~e., eufficient to cover any

area of target position uncertainty caused by target date delays) and other

quantities are me before, then the expected number of targets (true targets

plus decoys) destroyed by the surprise attack is at. M~t AG and the surviving

fraction of all targets., equal to the surviving fraction of true ta:zgotsp is

approximately

-U Yi A1Yd

1-____~ e me

whence

Thus, a PV type of vulnerability formula app] Sos to the decoy problemprovided

Nd ie imuch greater then the number of true targets. As in the case of pattern
barrage, we make the approximation of replacing a linear expression by an ex-
ponential, a procedure that causes underestimation of the effectiveness ofa

coys.. If decoys are purobazod in fixed ratio to true t1'argrits,, the system is NV

2; unless mobile or concealed.

5. QUALT1TA~TMV RZSULTd Tac THE MMWR

Some qualitative rebults of the max-min model will now be examined. First,

N~nskin .provos ram a theowam that ths optim~m allocation of #1 a resources for

j rr$~alestliing power iifl- Involve In gmnr&3 the purcesae of at most one

NV MMUR. ThcrYs2t AAi~ sipiig since w~noted that MV systems f$.

ZZ 7'-- .--
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safe in numbes wAaysse htfist antpsoei h eaitr

numbers dnnetrst arom any syatety a o fall. oer o cr i h eaitr

The fact that a few PV units are a~s safe a.s a great many, on the other hand,

means that no bonus results in general from excesaiive procuroment of any particu-

lar PV system. In fact, over-procurement merely rewards the opponent's existing

countermeasures investment.* This is true whether that investment Is for search

* effort, for weapons of the kind discussed above, or for any other form of blunting

capability. For example, if #1 buys a certain number of retaliatory systems and

puts them in operating area A., and #2 buys enough nuclear area-destruction cap-

ability to cover A completely, then if #1 proceeds to put any more systems similar

to the original ones (mobile or not) into A his investment is completely wasted,

for he is merely rewarding his opponent's prior investment by increaoing his ex-

.1 pectued kills per dollar. Thus one would anticipate that among F1 systems in gen-

eral no single system should be over-~procur~ed, but that additional investment

should go toward diversifying the threat by buying modest numbers of each of a

number of non-trivially different systems comprising a MIX

This elementary expectation is confirmed by the mai11-natics. It Is shown in

IAippezAix A that for given values of the total investments, Ol, C2p and of the frac-

tion of h#1's resources devoted to P'V systems, there exists a number n such that the

S first n of the candidate PV systems, rank-ordered by strike-first bangs-per-buck,

I V1 , V2 ý,V3 t ... , ~ hud be Included in an optimum mix, and no others. More

significantly, tha amount of funds devotedi tio procu__rement of any one of thesejchosen systems should be directly proportional to its invulnerab~i3ty Aindex,

1/A,, and should be completely independent of its effectiveness/cost parameter,

<] V. T1btas c~ost enters only in determining admissibility or n'iia-edmissibility to

the mix. Jace ad-mission is gp-a'ite the proper procus-ement level is de~termined

solel, by proportionality to syrtew ir~vulnerabiltty. This is P~rh6pS the most

10
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arresting single result of the model.

The model f~ils to give any comparably simple and general answer to the question

cf optimum balance between investment in the mix of PV systems and the (at most) ce

NV system. It is neceus'arj to examine limitiAg cases. If CI>>C 2 , which represerts

the case of Goliath retaliating against Little David's surprise attack, Goliath's

optimum policy tends to favor heavy procurement of the XV system, provided the unit

cost ir very low, so that overwhelming zumbers can be bought. If the roles are

soeversod, C2e>C, so that Little David strikes second against Goliath, the model

indicates that for realietic magnituies of C2 (though nct in the hypothetical limit

->o0 David must buy only PV systems aad no NV system at 4iI. This becomes all the

-nore true the smaller David's resources are. Moreover, as those resourcea shrimk in

general the number n of candidate systems admissible to his optimum i!x does aot do-

crease. la other words, divarsification of retaliatory PV giystems Is rot a luxury

+ jf th• •ih bet a-n zazitýy of 1ho poor.

This point has been widely missed or misunderstood in the U.S., whove the

sugeEtion tc diversify strategic forces is often met by the observation, "We can't

fffCzd it." The max-min model results make it clear that tha shv is on the other

foot: only the very rich (Goliath--the big spender i3 our .irsl exampli) cam afford

Stc diversify. Avother implication for national policy may be worth nating: if

the iaternatioxq). avclhar arms race ever dyes way to an .rms coltrol mode of aus-

terity, the max-mtn nmdal indicates that the U.S. vill be forned towaid a nsix of

diversified systems, ao one of which is heavily procured. Givem a low total budget

and am opponent rho may cheat, that is the ouly path of credible survivabiiity.

6. SAMPLE QUANTITATiVE RESULTS

Sample caiculations LAvw been madtý with the aid of a computer program based on

t"e model. For thece we have deliburately chosea hypothatical Darawtor values a3d

-• d char&cteristics in order to keep the dincussion imclassified. When. more

11
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realiatft candiiate sysitem parameter values are employed more meaninagful results[
will become available. Because of the observed tendency of the quantitative to

take precedence over the ýualitative (±.A., for numbers to exclude reason), it is

es-ontial that the reader approach the results to be discussed with a clear under-

standing that they concern only semi-realistic systems.
The systems considered are of the two types previously discussed, numerically

vulnerable and percentage vulhnrable. All are considered to be subject to the most
damaging type of surprise attack that opponent #2, the first striker, can procure

with his limited budget, C2 . A simplification is assumed at the cýtset: th&t this

most damaging attack is of the type discussed in Section 4. This is certainly

plausible for the M1 (fixed) targets, and also appears to be true for PV targets

deployed in linited areas. For simplicity we have assumed that the first striker

(opponent #2) can achieve a CEP of 0.1 n.mi. when needed and that he can deliver

M = 100 individual bombs each of 100 KT yield, with 100% reliability (1)= !), for

a total cost of $15 million per large missile. (Such numbers obviously exaggerate
the attacker's capabilities.) All systems of opponent #1 are considered subject

to this same basic attack, modified for optimum pattern barrage against PV systems

and for point-target attack against NV systems. No conaideration is given to the

effect of AICB••s on either side. (This could be roughly taken into accouan by

raising the effective costs of all ballistic missile ,3ystems.)

The candidate retaliatory systems considered are listed in Table 6.1. The

characteristics ascribed to them in that table leadby the formulat of Section 4,

to the parameter values listed in Table 6.2. These were used in obtaining the re-

sults to be described. All parametere of Section 4 have been discussed. except W,
the throw weight per silo of opponent #I's candidate NV systems. This was assumed

to be 7000 lb. Since all weights in Equation (3) of Section 4 are expressed in

millions of lb.., the value of W used in that equation is W = 7 x 10"

12 1

4,1
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Table 6,1. Vulnerg~liit~r and cost ob~iraoterilatiof a bypothertlal Oandit~te
asyTAMe considered In Osiupl mux-ain calculations.

System cost Artea at system Area of
($ illis) to vulnerability mobility

-system obtiai 44i1ion to 100 MI (sq. n. mi.)
lb~. ready throw opt~im~m burst
weight capability (sq. ii. mii.)

IN #1
271(1S*e-.~rdenet 20 0100196* -

S- flixed-bees")

("UmIaln tlxwi. 4 O.017f**

~~ FV#1
("LUnd-imobie, 20 16 3 xL05

soft")

PV#12
SI(tldrdat lakes 23 16 9 1104

iubwusaible")

("CGO'U offshore 2-4 !6 1..s x 106
subersible")

(I'VoWMrd.dt P Orc 40 16 1.2 x 10 7
avdbmuýUu")I

4 ~PV #5I
("All-ocean 60 161.x L

- fzbmswiflg") -

* NWdeed to su-viv. 50-yd. miss of 100 XT.
*Offa.M4e to survve 150...yd. miss of 100 KT.
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m' #1 -0o.3 0.200

P 1 .20 0.17/4

PV 1'4 0 .009 0.100
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Two typea of nwmerically v% t e cardidate systems are hypothesized, first

a uper-hardened fixed-based system in the continental U. S. (CCNUS), capable of

rem• nin operational aftar a 50-yard miss distance by a 100-1T bomb, and offereds

at the ac~wertively low price or $20 B 10-yoar cost for 4 million 1b. '?ready,

unoppoed throw weight (on first atrike). The second WV system considered is a

fairly hard veraecn of the same thing (150- yarl strvival distance) capable of

delivering the msm throw weight for a bargain 10-year price of $4 B.

The percentage-vulnerable systems considered in Table 6.1. were for simpli-

city all assmd to have a l00-KT incapacitation vxlnerable aret of 16 sq. n. mi.

SObviously wror or less hardenn of particular systems would strt-agly affect this

important parameter. The first system considered is a mobile, land-based, soft

(3 pal vulnerability criterion or less) system, costing $20 B for 4 million lb.

unopposed throw weight, dcployed with uniform probability density in an area

euivalent to three average-sized western U. S. states. The second PV system

cosists of rather costly (at 013 B fox the same throw weight) subrsibles in

the Great Lakes. The third system is technically similar but deploy6A in 1.8

million eq. n. -mi. of COHM offshore waters (0.23 million sq. n. mi. of which is

cortinae•al shelf). It is arbitr&rily priced somewhat higher at $24 B. T4B

fourth 1PV sy- re.! resembles PLARIS in being forward-deployed in 12 miilllon sq.

n. mi. of ocean, but is priced at an unrealistically low S40 B for Ue same throw

weight capability as above. Finally9 a hypothetical submarine Msstem costing $60

B for the ek throw weight is conwidered as PV system #5. •T•his system is supposed

to be equipped with an ll,000-n mi. range missile capable of reaching targets from

the antipodes anW to be deployed in all oceans.

Seth are the competitors, and the question is, whiah one or ones to blz?

To anmer this question the max-min model requires one more datum: the total

bluntin investmt C2 by the first-striker. This Information is not readily

ft-themIM because of Its speculative nature. The bliunin, Investment must

J--



Tabe 63. _q~-W-*tIker's w,*-.In optIwmu ~lmot~w4. pooeuIa for" Mmnding~
B~0 to icsximito wvimva'blo throw wa1qAts agalavat oppvments of

* ~ ~ A vaa dges of tioug~eua (vridds, C2 vaue). Fgues givea
aire, ll~ regions as abcowcn in -Figvre~ 6.1. Sputpais are,
tioas Identified In Table 64.

of 5.lwa1tug Total JInveam~nt C2 by First mtiker.

eglio I Region 2 RpgIons Region 4
System 2 '$I' B $1 3<C C2 $11 B $11 Sdc 2 <$60 B c2 >$60 B

NV-#1

xV #P 20-

PV #1 2.7*

?v #2- 0.8**

PV #3 -16.4 2.5*

F1 #4 -- 16.9 1.8

PV 15 -- 17.9

*4itimum solution calls for an am~ount less tIkau $0.5 B.

*11
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therefore be parameterized. All answers will be treated as mentions of 02, For

if the prammeter values listed in Table 6.2.,, the max-mln mofel gives the results In-

dicated In Figure 6.1. and Table 6.3. Throughout all present calculations it is

-assumed tha-'* the second-striker commits a fixed total investment, C. a $20 fl~lion.

IThisý too, could be parameterize4 in a more extensive study.

The data are obeerved to fall into tour separate regioms determined by valukao

~ I of -the puramater C2 , as shown In Figure 6.1. In eaah region a given optimum mix

composition preval..s. If the Zirat-striker's blunting expenditure is less than

cured erclus~vely. For blunting in the 1-11 billion dollar range (Region 2) NV

S syr'temsj, being too vulnerable to the assumed attack, drop out ent~rely in favor

of FV systems,, primarily #3, the CONUS offshore system, and a little of the land-

mobile cystem, with a token procurement of a few missiles for the Great Lakes.

In a tougher environment represented by 11-60 billion dollar blunting a small

amount of the CONUS offshore system survives in the optimum mix, but the major

investment should be in the POLARIS-type system, or one deployed in akn operating

area of comparable size. Finally, in thae ex~tremely advorse environment of over

60 billion-doUar blunting, excal1,ent resldiO 6_rviv- -ec aps.bility of the orde

of 1 million 1b. throw weight up to and beyondi i C -value equal to the GoMP of

any single nation is offered by the tlall-ooasv submaz'ne system.

Ths slow decrease of survivable force over three decades of a logarithmic

scale in Figure 6.1. is testimozny to the inherent "1t,'xkhnoss" of PV systems in

gem~ral and seabased sirstems in particular. To be sure, specific MSW counter-~

measurs have not been considared in tba present calculations, u hsi o

' ~ due-to overelaght. It reflects the fact, tbsv& in the absence of some now unfore-
s-~ en 1S bratruh tbet of ballistic missile attack considered hero appears

by far thd surest and m~oat ooet/affective form of surprise blunting of submer-

-ible-systems.

~ ;~.~- ~~f~~5.~s 5'18

___ ', '~A~2,~s~~s - - - -17

-~~~ IN~ ..
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~~ One OU~ytM is a WPicuoU8 byIto absence fromi rigtare 6.1. amd Table 6.3: thi

"seuper-hadened fixed-basm" system (WV #1). This aa idate Is the only one consiJersd

- hare t1at fails to make the grade In uq~ circumstanoea, At low levels of opposition

- it iz beaten otit by its ohe~per,, le~s-bMrderie coumterpirt,, Hy #2; Nihile at high

levels of bluuting It ig beat~ez out by t~ie, FV nystess From this in,~icators, hardaninng

would appoar to be at a dead end.

The regice!oun dairies and optiimum mix compositions shown inFigure 6.1. and

Tabld, 6.1. willl be altered eihan Qore real.istic parnamter values %ire used., but it

is be' ieve~d 'thni. otherwise m±tny of the q~alitatdive features of the present bypo-

thettima example may bo preserved. The model can b4 improved upon, as will be in-
I J~ioated in tbae nex'. -- +-ton, but even in its present crufe fotin it offers soae guide

to intuition. Its shortacmings have to be comp-.nsated by Judgment, as is true of all

reductions of experi onee to numbers.* If the need for such compensation is clearly

understeood,, It would appear that the max-min type of model can be of some assis-[j ~tance to decision-makers concerned with strttegic systems choice.

7. PARAIAET~r. SENSITIVITY

I The sensitivity of results to parr,,,Ater variations could moat profI-ably be

Dxl'e ýnte o'nt of wore realistic parameter values than those considered

here.* Therefore, we confine ourselves to indi.cating the type of results tha~t might
emorge fran a more w-uningful study.

Figure 7.1 ehows the result, of picking a particular system (P7 #3, the C0NUS

I Offshore zabmeraibJ a) and va-ying Its cost ana v.ulnerability parameters. Ii. will

*be observed that,, for the case of a blunting Investment of 02$20B,. neither (a)

reducing system 10-year cost from $24 B to $17 B,, c,rc (b) d•%ublixm the._ syst~rm

-1operating area, has much effect on the capabilities of the mix.,. But if both in-

provament& are wade 'together the expected our-e~.eble throw weight increaWS~ by

a substantial 45%. This Is typical of the non-obvious resulto Uh-t c"M emerge

19
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frm detailed qmt~iettalt~vasatutdV. Tables 7.1, 7.2, ?.j3 itt thbs o~xinm all='n-

tions 'AssC'c1atea with tho dot!WMcw?'48 Or Fi~rure 7?d.

r~ure 7.2 - hows tle a)ffeet of changingo the mix cc.)pa~stion by Introducing

Mriother PV system candidate, a clandeatine surf~ace 1Q- 1' ship that is asusumd in-

distinguishable from 9000 other ships to be :ound at sean on thbe average at anj'

given time. The asstupticn is made that the disguise of these ships iz so effec-

tive that no alternative remains to the would-be blunter-but to attuck all 900')

ships, or wheA fraction he can, at an a&mumed d.uat Of $3 M per ship innapacitated.

(The resmating Value of A1 froao 4. (4), is 0.-037.) It is furn.Žer assumed 'that the

surface-ship system is rath-er cheap, at $16 B A-O-ear cost for 4 M lb. unopposed

throw weight. As always, we niz the second-striker's investment at $20 B.

Other systems and parameters are as in Table 6.2, except that the CWMU offshore

submersible system is priced at $17 B for 4 MA lb. uncipp.'ie~d throw weight and is

assumed deployed in a 3,6 M sq. n. mit. operating area, implying patrols to about

600 n. mii. offshore.

Comparlson with the correaptaiding dashed curve of Fig~are 7,1 shows that in-

clusion of an extra system in the mix in most cases produces a worthwhilL improve-

menit. For instare.c, for the case or first-striker'q blunting Investment C2 =$20 B,

a 30% increase in expected survivable throw weight from 2.7 M lb. to 3.5 M lb.,

results. The optimum mix composition for the ease corresponding to Figure 7.2 is

shown In Table 7.4.

It is of some Interest to inquire what the max-min model -implies about the

optimum allocation of the first-striker's ta&sources to blunting the various systems

that compose an optimum retaliatory mix. The answer depends., of courstdi, on both'Ic.a-1 2 ,a well as the nature of the~miz In questioL,. To take a speciele orzrmple.,

suppose G1oliath, with 0,2 $100 B to spond =n bluu4ting,. Wishes -to ta1twh-.

who his coly 01 a $20 to apwA~., Table 7.5 esýaw ims~zr 4C~4 t~

.1 .. . .. -n bot& sid~se. Most ot IAe second, e~rnvr'a .rescuincaa (6.%) siould 'ý, apeak on the

21
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-7 1 71 Efrect Of Parameter variation: 0CaTh offshore subweiiible deplayed

In 3.6 x 106 sq. n. mi., sytem 0"-t assumed $24 B for 4 Hd lb. un-
opp'ed throw weight. Sooon-striker's max-miI optiimgm allocation

<J 3Policies shown for- expenditure of Cis $20 B t~o maxinmise survivable
WbOW' weights figainst opponents of various Jagrees of ffcNughneas".,

Figmves in billions,.

Lnge of Blunting Investment 02 by First-Striker.

ogion 3. Region 2 Rigion 3 Region4
System 2 < $1B $IB < C 4$20 B $20OB< #,2 .9 C > $90 B

NV #1
""Super- ----

hardened
fixed-

NV #2
("Bargain 20 ---

fixted -

"QLW-m~ribi1 l

PFV #2

offmhore'

W #4 - ~~
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least-vulnerable system admitted to the mix, in accordance with the p::inciple

discussed In Sgction 5. Yet the remaining 31% of his investment draws 71% of

the attacker's countermeasure investment- In effect, Goliath gives up on the

toughest OSUMa in tile wx an, *olug, a Pprpp IM1171 1ý~ up on th6 aa~r

"systems. For all his efforts, though, Figure 7.2 shows that an expected 1.56M lb.
of retaliatory throw weight survi as.

These results clarify the significance of the mix coacept: systems admitted

to the mix in even snall amounts perform a vital function in "drawing fire" (or

count•rmeasures rescurces) away from the principal system (s) in the mix. Thus

mutuIal support is the 17ey concept responsible for success of the optimum mix, as

,oatei-•J• s n "optimum" system.

Unopposed on first strike, the second-striker's mix in Table 7.5 could

deliver 3.01 M7 lb. of ready throw weight, as shown by the fourth column. After

$100 B-worth of optimally-applied countermeasures, 52% of this survives.

This might suggest that a min of this kind would constitute a sound deterrent

to a ratiomal . xment, since 48% attrition does not look like very good retuim

on a $.00 B invej!+ment. To quantify the advantage of a mix, Teble 7.5 includeb

in ths right-hand column information on the survivablt throw weight if each oZ

the mix systems vare bought alone at the total investment level of $20 B, and

if eah were subject to the entire $100 B-worth of blunting. (Note that the

numbers ianthe right-hand column are non-additive.) The best eurvival, of course,

Z.s shown by t5e "toughest" sjstem in the mix, A" #4. 14t this survival amounts

to onry OPil M lb. of secord-strike throw weight, as contrasted with 1.56M lb.

for the mix, That Is, the optimum mix snows 1.92 times better "survivabilit•"

-than the bost single component system in it.

It is of interese to observe in Table 7.5 the ratio of blunting dollars to

procurement dollars for optimum allocations on both sides. These ratios P•ceed

the over-all spending ratio of 5:1 for each of the lesser-procured PV systems.

A 2"
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This suggests tbast 4ve rather slightly..procureri .: w~or systems components of

a mix often more than 11;!41 -their weight" in terms of the countezmeasure Dxpandi.

4~Va~res -Zhey force on, the A~ttq~ar Evon tb ý rsi L-ke .- stez, w hoz n~.y

ý CUP promcm~nent moniey (which couli; buy only a fe7' unniltzs wvild. appear to pay

ror itpelf on this basis, Wh~ere a m±x philofj(-ph,,. is beiag applied, it would seem,

Ithe enemy seldom gots a free ride -- a few units oppoae him in even the unlike-

lieat places. But the main dictum of optimum PV systvem procurement policy remains:

Idon't over-procure any single componzent system beyond what its invulnerabilityJ warrants.
Table 7.5 illustrates In its last two co3.umns another characteristic feat-are

( Iof a PVr systems mix: the surviving percentaje of the sy. tern in each case is

greater if the syst;em is bought as part of a mix than if it is bought alone.I This means that any given VV unit is that much sisfer in the mix. By sharing the

countermeasures tburdez~, all component systems pro~fit in survivability.

Finally, in view of the dominant influence Df aosts on much of the thinking

about systems choice, an Investigation was made Wa the beaefits that might ensue

from really substanitial cost reductions. While all ot~her parameters were held

the same as for Figure 7.2, the surfacýe Q-ship cost for 4,M lb. UnoppoaqeA thnaoff

weight was arbitrar-ily reduced to $9B, and tlie GUYUS offshore submersible system.

cost to $103. Since these two competitors thus remain on about an equal footinvg,

they continue to share the honors of main procurement over a wide range of blir~tin~g

investmeints. Cost reduction produces a notable cquantitat~ve increase in surviv-

able st~'i-ing: power over most of t1ka range. At 4520B blunting, (11A lb. of second-

strike throw weight survives., given our usual $20B~ investment by the second-

striker * Thas in purel,ý gazantittti~ve terms c(-eat ~i~ ~f o~eome!y

This is shown in Figure 7.3 and Table ?7.6. However, the rather ateep rate c.'fl

of -the survivability curve Figure 7.3, between blunting investments of $V.0B ar.4

29
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$100.B suggestei disquieting reature of the cost-reduction approach: the steeper

the "rete 01 Vfall or' this curve, the morai reward the f'irst-striker receives for

additional blunting investments, and the more ho is presumably tempted to engage

in aarsrc.Those who believe in "spending our opponents to death" Cec a

I profitable U. S. national policy will approve of ateep survivability curves, while

those v~ho dislike a nuclear arms race will disapprove. The max-min model ..s neu-

tral c-i such subjects, because it is concerned merely' with maximum surviv;ability

of blu."ting, not-with ieeper questions of deterrent stability. Haviing thus en-

countered a weoaknes of the max-mmn model, we might appropriately turn now to a

more general consideration of its limitations.-

83. LIMITATIONS OF THE MODE~L

The following are some of tILC sh:)rtco.Aings of the max-min model as a descrip-

tion of reality or tool f'or deeisin-mtking.

(1) It is a sta+ic, expected-value model only, based on average weigh~t of re-

a 3nowedg ofexc~ce~ivalet;aa A'the::ýIcvatprobability .aw (Poiason),

but thyaenot a feature of the mcxdd itself.

j (2) For thia reasoz, and the fact t~ it leave-z time entiile.Ly out of considera-

tion, the model h.as little dx~rcg= to dc 0-th d-Bterrence. 'ý.anv subt"._ 1rt impor-f tanit constdia-ttions are Ignored by It. For ý,xpzqp1e, the "abiliity to react non-

suicidally to strategic warnin-g mighit generate a requirement for an overtly andIrapidlyv force component in the mix. If so, the model is unaware of

the fagt. 31milarly a systel-m' a ability to curvive more than, 30 minutes and to ex-
hibit staying power for a lcrg wa.T against a dug-in oppwnent might be useful, but

earns no bonus from the model.

(3) For similar ressc~ns thtt model, as notod in Section 7, gives no eytra

credit fos arms-race reduction to those systWm6~es ausceptiblr' to bluznting

~ -~~Z:W-~-7 > 31

f Q _ a - -
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coentermeasures, no credit for drawing fire from the homeland (which all seabased

systems wider a ballistic missil ý attack of the type described in Section 4 wculd

do), eta.

1 (4)The model give3 no consideration to protection against technical "break-

I *thrmughs" in cora Fermeasures against a single system- the reason most c'xmaon-y

j ~advanced in favor of' a "mix"s.

I (5) R & D costs are neglected or aubsumed in system procuretnent costs. This

is e significant weakness, since it casts legitimate doubt an the desirability ofI ~procuring any e! those systems that the model solutioa says s~iould be proc'ued in

very small amounts. Where the optimuin-so.Lution procurement cost gets "lost in the

R & D noise", it is pr'obable that procurement should be made only ii, special air-

cumstances -. gif the gystem can "ride piggyback" on some other sy sem scheduled

for subatantial procurement. (For example, a Great Lakes system, if such were a

realiettecoandida'te might use the same hardware as a CONUS offshore subme~reible

syztem, 'ýOis -eliminating separate R & D costs).

(6 At.-U~rget (ABM) counstermeasures are ignored or eubsumed in effectiveness/

1coct parameters. Only blunting countermeasures are considered directly. Thus the

- first-striker's problem of optimum allocation between the two types oie counter-

measurer is 'passed over entirely in favor of a sub-optimization.I (7)Tae model, as presently constituted, fails to match exactly the vulater-

ability ataracteristics of such systems as may be a~pprximately 111tnearly -rulner-

j able", In the tevm~nology of Section 2. Th- approximation of treating such Sys-

tems -as pe:ýeentage-vulnerablg breaks down at heavy levels of attack. Thbis de-

ficiency would require chaniges in tŽ~e mathematical formulation. Th.'s is not con-

t&idered worthwhile at. present becavise "linear vulnerability" is itself an ldsel-6

izatim, ~hot ignctea realistic f%-torss,such as weapon unrellabil'lty, which aet to

t -rce the aceIual c.ourse o' omrtare oack toward the Poisson random process asmumad

in tile r5odel.
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(8) The sa tion that the PV candidate systems are "diversifiedl" (in the

sense -that n- two of them arm sin rliicoualy vulie-rable to the ame countermeasure.

is not awbys rsaltstic. An example of aiwiltsnecum vumnerability vould be that

incurred by a forward-deployec submarine aystem if its units transited through the

operating area of a CONUS off sho~re eubmers~iA system.

U] (9) In eneral the omi~sivn of all jWdgments" factors, a characteristic of

any mathematical mooal, implies that max-m-In theory can never provide more than

a partial, qualitative guide to decision making.

The sub-optimization mentioned in (6), above, appears at first glance to be

the major weaknaess of the model. However, there is a question of philosophy

involved. There are i.o ways an enemy can allocate his resources for minimizing

the effective survivability of our retaliatory missiles. One of these ways

"(blunting) can be very damaging to us, the other (ADM) doos us no direct damage,

To split off the blunting part, as our mod',l does, anx 7nok only at that most-

damaging-to--us part is obviously not looking at the whole problem. On the other I
hand, to look at the whole problem on the r that our opponent follows

the optimum course of self -preservation for himself is hardly a conservative view

for us to take. Our enewj might elect instead to folw the most damaging course§1 for us. And it is this we raust watch ou for. That is, the course of self-

preserving behavior for us does not necessarily consist. In the assumption of

solf-preserving beWAvior by our enemies.

To give a concrete example: suppose we assumed self-preserving behavior by

our anent, and suppose the effectiveness of ABM's "ere such that his optimum

allocaldon policy between blunting and ABM's, on the criterion of minimizing our

xr-Wber of deliverable warheads, would be to buy all ABM's and no blunting.

Suppose our theorizing were based on the u tha, our opponent did Just

that. Then, sLnce we assuime that h, buys no blunting forces, we have nothing

to torry aboat in the area of blunting -eurvivability, and are free tbuy the

moWat vanerable syqtemsw If we acted on this assumption, thoug.i, it could prove
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to be wrcag. Our enemy might be leai interested in elef-preservation than we

thought and more interested in damging us. In short, se , it have misjudged

his values. In this case our decision to buy vulnerable asytems would actually

encourage degenerative tendencies in the value system of Pur opponent, by re-

warding blunting efforts with a more visiblae payoff.

For this reason, it is not at all incorrect in principle to look separately

at the most-damaging-to-us rArt of the problem, as the prement mode= does.

When the tUo parts of the problem, blunting and ABd, are linked togetL.r by an

i°" assumption of "optimum" bohavior on the part of the opponent, the linkmge is

always weak and questionable, because the optimizing of behavior uast be defined

relative to human values. Values may or may not be kncan for one's own side, but

can never conservatively be assumed known for an enng. This circumstance provides

a pitfall for attempts to build All-encompassing gamelike models of strategic

behavior. Superoptimizing can be more fallacious than mcboptimizing.

9. CONCLUSIONS

(1) Despite nureroas minor shortcomings the max-mmn model discussed herein

providos a useful fme of reference in which to place. the selection of strategic

systame for credible ourvivability.

(2; Until realiatic effectiveness/cost aW vulntL-bility paramwtqr values are

a-ailablv on t comparable basis Zor all caudidate retaliatory systems it is pro-

mature to liscuss specific conclusions. The follosing ts therefore be considered

ubject to revivion In the light of experionce.

S .(3) Against realistic leve)ls of opposition the so-called mmrically-

vulerable (fixed-base) ayntems appear non-competitive with parcentage-vulnemble

(mobile and/or conoealed) systams.

(4) The la•tor are in general best procurad as coiwrpmnts of a "mix." Cost

features r-portantly in determinn tho asmissibility of a system to the optilim

1 15
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mix; bat oCea Mdmliggion Js grated the optimum procuz~ment allocati.ýs to 6SC)

e1 yates Is daterm1ned solely by Its degrcoe of invuluerability.
(5) Iniulnerability depends neoctndarily on target hardness, primarily on

area of mobility/concealment or number or decoy/falae-tatkgets.

(6) For this reason seabosed eystemi compete well not only for admission to

an optimum mix bu~t for a major share or proc3urement ellooe~tions within the mix.

36
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APPENDIX A

RWVIEW OF THE MATHEMATICAL SOLUTION

---- "-'A-1. Preliminary Remark

The mathematics of max-min theory is presented thoroughly

by a. M. Danskin in his book, "•ne Theory of Mar:-Min,"

Springer, Berlin, 1967. Even the non-mathematician interested

in weapons choice, allocation and related problems will profit

from examining the original text. However, as with other

classics such as von Neumann's books, the original is apt to

be more honored than read. Hence we devote this %ection to

giving a sort of layman's birds-eye-view of those'aspects of

the theory that relate to the problem in hand, treated in

Chapter V of the book. In so doing we shall minimize plagi-

arisnm by doing deliberate violence to the niceties of real-

variaeble theory.

_= .The Gibba Lenma

The theory begins with what Danskin calls the "Gibbs

Lemma," characterized by him as "the fundamental lemma of

mathematical operations research." It has obvious analogues

in calculus of variations and Lagrange multiplier theory.

" • "e• If the set (xl, x2 °, ... , xn°) maximizes

21 f. (xi) for differentiable functions fi, subject to

side c¢onditions Zi xi constant, xi _ 0, 1 1, 2, .. ,

then there exists a X such that

A-1
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I (xe) - jf xi > 0

:_5X i fx X*

The word "maximizes', above, may be replaced by "minimizes,"

if f' (xi0 ) is replaced by -f' (xi).o o

Proof. Suppose x4 > 0. Let xi e t 0 and put

f e)~ (xii e )+ f~ (x 0+e4 Z- 0kXk

for some j y i. The set of n:-arguments thus modified still

satisfies the side conditions Zjixi constant, xi - 0. F

is a differentiable function of t o Since F `0) is by the

hypothesis of the lewma a maximum at e= 0, the slope of

F (e) there is either zero or negative, F' (0) < 0.

Performing the difierentiation, we have

The only hypothesis used in reaching this conclusion was

0 > 3. If now xO % 0 as well, the reverse of the aboVe

inequality holds, and equality may be inferred. It follows

* that all f' (xj) with > -0,have a commOn value, which may

be taken equal to X . Those xj for which the above iz~equdality

cannot be reversed (namely, those thit vanish; are of .curse

those for which it holds,Ii hef' (xo) Žfi (XI) if X0z 0

reversal ' (x•) takes care of the case in wih

Rminimuvf replaces "maxim=m,2 with ' (0) - 0.

The lemma cannot be used in practice until ..t is known

b'at the problem does indeed p.sudss a maximizing (or .

A-2
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Minimizin~g) set of indppendent variables xHowever, this

can ujsually be determined by conmmon sense from the nature

of the problem or proven from considerations of concavity and

convexity of the functions f (X i) once its applicability

is establisbed, tko lemnma permits simultaneous determination

of which xOare non-vanishing and of what the values of

these favored xi > 0 are in the optimum (maximizing or mini-

mizing) ca~e. in simple problems the x*can often be

determined by solving for them explicitly' in tho* equatior~s

f~(X?)

ThiL yields the xO s functions of ~.The numerical valueI., of ),as in more general Lagrange multiplier problems, muet
be evaluated from the side condition,

Z~ xi(x constant

Since one needs -to know X in orde:: to know which xOare i-

vanishing, and vice qersa, there are subtleties lurking in

the procedure Just sketched, but in most practical problems

with rome help fromu a computer one can get q~uite rapidly to

the desired answer.

Danskin poi=--a out that this lemma is useful not osnly

in oper~ations research but also in ec~onomics, where it-

represents the marginal utility principle.. Its continuous.

analogue h~as been applied by Koopm., La ", sarch theory. 'The

breadth of its applicabili-ty derives-in parc 2-rom the fact

that the funct. on f .4 need nrbt- dep. 4i on, the~x ag lpiir Oaly,

U-3*
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argoments, bqt may involve other independent variables

zi, etc., with respect to which reapplications of the lena_

may be possible. Thus simultaneoua maximizints with respect

to some of the variables and minimizings Aith respect to

others become feasible. Thts circumstance gives its name

to "max-min theory" aind r- -als it as being in a sense the

extended study of the implications of the Gibbs lemma.

About the connection with game theory, Danskin has this

to sayý
"Max•Min theory is not a part of game theory in

the usually understood sense. Xf in a two-step

problem. Max-Min = Min-Max, the pure-strategy

solutio•n of gante theory is the solution to the

Max-Min problem. But if Max-Min < min-m4ax, there

is no pure-strategy solution. In this case game

theory moves on to mixed strategies. These have

no meaning for us. The first player cannot hide

his move, and the second obviously need not mi-."

There is, of course, one sticky point abov" the max-i

min t1'eory in applications to. statcg1c allocation problems:

the first player, to act intelligently, needs to know the
_ reurc the second player will commit, though not

the detailed allocation of tho•e resourceLs.. -Thus one of .

the eleme'hts. that sup go'd -1o (be"kn" the ta1-•.

resource constant in the Gibbs lemma) is 4 fa'ct not kRown. ",. "

A -.. . - .
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In general the first player must parameterize this quvntity

and study it as a variable in reaching what must finally be

a judgmental Lather than a deterministic choice of moves.

A-3. Strategic rataliation model

The mathematical problem, in slightly different notation

from that of the tert, is to solve

Max Mi (X, Y)

Xi* xj Yi' Yj (1)

where
-ai Yi -bj yj/xj (2)P (x, y)• Zv.• xi a + j• uj /ý5 (2

I i i Ui x e

subject to the resource constraint uquations,

S-Tx + Xj C1
Yi 2 •

Xi> 0, Yi >0, xj_ 0, yj > 0
- - (4)

•:•for all i, j.

We now proceed to sketch a method of solution. The first

term in (2) ropresents thn surviving" ietaliatory strength"

for any numerically vulnerable system(s) the second-striker";

(opponent #.1, the x-player).may produre,.• 'Yap reader"*cn"
rrather eapipY zce himself by elementary •ons der tion"'i.:., x-payo ma r"re -C•

.1. aiohe v re pre~qnt the best strateg. for

~~~~~q- .4. , M.*

A~X -Ie-z.

. (A)

*22
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is a maximum, where C1 represents the to'lal resources avail-

able to the second-striMwe and C2 representc the correspondin.q

sum available to the first-strilter for blunting. Xn this way

-I the effective vulnerabilicy parameter, (b /C1 ), is minimized,

i and this turns out to be the dominant consideration. Thus

the second-striker should buy no more thaz one NV system.

We attempt no proof of this assertion, but refer the

interested reader to Danskin's book. (The result should be

rather obvious, since when x iis made small, through an

attempt to buy more than one NV system, the second term in

(2) becomes small in two ways--first because of the factor

x in front of the exponential and secondly because of the

xj in the denominator of the negative exponent--hence the

x-player can only lose by subdividing his NV system invest-

ment.) The virtue of Danskin's rather deep methods is that

they permit him to conclude that these results remain valid

also in the case in which both terms are present in Eq. (2).

That ia, wien the 4gpectrum of choice includes bot'h percentage-

vulnerable and numerically. uhInerable systems, the second-

s. dicer - Zould still avoid bu~tng 'rtte;+hana single

"optimum" NV system. This is plausible but not obvious. The

same NV system that is the "winner" in the competition among

" NV7 gystems alone need not win out over all other NV systems

when both NV and PV types are available candidates. This

follows fromthe fatct that wben only portions, xV, YVV, of
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the roources of each opponent are allocated to the NV

system the criterion quantity i.-

U. NV NV)

may -no icnger be q- ..- t fcr the same system that maximizes

this quanrity wh' x ' Ci, Y 4 C2 " In practice, however,

rthis roint. provea to be academic, since in most realistic

cases, if any t/ system is to be bought at all, that system

St-rns oet to bt, the cisaz winner over all competitors, both

N4 and PV, and thts the criterion (A) applies. -This of course

happens only when C2 As 5ufficiakltlv small.

kAp lying the GiLbs lemina to (2) for m-nimizatin with

respet to y C and omittinc superscript zeros denotings opti-'

mizbtxon, we have

: - • viaxi e -a =-if Yi > 0
1 ( 5)

= ~ if yi = 0

Sim•larly for y. provided x. > 0,
4 :;:c ujbj e -bjyj!•j 14 if x > 0, y, > 0

<#if xj > 0, yj - 0ý

""- Note tha% the same appearsi since simul-

. taneous minimizing with respect to both the Yi and yj is being

.. •performed. of corurse if xj = the left-hai,ad side of (6)

•- - vanishes (or the correapor.-ing tarm is absent in (2)), so

A-7
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0 - if xj OV yj > 0
r(7)

!I0 = if Xj 0 , yj M 0

From (3) some xi or xj is poait~ive; hence from (5) or (6)

A > 0. From (7) it follows that x = 0 implies yj 0,

and from (5) that xi = 0 implies Yj = 0. The solution may

therefore be expressed as

• i Yi ---ailog ,if v• ax,

0 otherwise,

X4 u .b.

yj b log ,if ujb >S j 1'

S~= 0 otherwise.

.By the result mentioned above, xj a'nz• yj are non-vanishing

for at most a single j-value. We may therefore introduce new

variables S =b yj/C2 , to represent the fraction of

each opponent's resouLces that he devotes to the vptimum NV

systefi cv to its blunting. Thus (9) becomes
C 1S ujibji

Dlog -u ,f b > PA

= 0 otherwise 
(

We shall treat S as an indpc.?endent variable in what

follows, and study the result of letting it range over

0 < S < 1. Our payoff frunction (2) becomes
S"iYj -b.C D

i vX e + vCIS e (C1)

A-

A-



, I nott.- the M-2a of this quantity with respect to xr-variation] -9 (S), we now turn our attention to the study of H (S),

treating S initially as a fixed parametet.

Applying the Gibbs lemmL to (11), this time for

,max'.mization with rezpect to the x., we have

ai i 3.2

if

Witli. the help crE (5) this may be te-w'.itten as

SX if v aixi > V

V • i = if 0 < viaixi =
V iif x 0.

The results (8), (1Q), (13), along with the side conditions,

-i (l - SIi

i Yi =(i - S) C1 ,214

"essentially comprise the solution of the problAm. It remains

to work. it out more explicitly.] By (13) it is clear that whether s7s.tem i should be

bought or not depends on the magnitude of its effectivenesri/

cost parameter Vi relative to some c€iterier level X. Thosei i "
systems having vi > x will 1)e "1z,, those With vi<.\ wiVs. be

#out'. (The case vi = requai.es special treatment, but may

J_ A-9
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be ignora4 for the moment.) It io therefore convenient to

4 ~arrangs the systema nim~ring s~o that

V 1  v2 > v3 > in,>- % (

where n is the number of _-andidate PV systems. For simplicit-2

we shall here suppose that degeneracies can be removed, so

that strict inequalities hold in (15). This permits (14) to

be written more expplicitly as

n
xi - (1- s) C 1 , (16)

where n is an implicit function of X = X and S, such that

na is the rgpatest j er satisfying

X s n6. v (17)

By zomo manipulation of the foregoing equations we obtain
For i < ns tx < vl) xi

--- ! log v

?or i Xns given vn Xi
ns 3ai s--•(S

Yi -,0

For i > ns t l =Y

For the moment, we shali' ignore t•io case v. s Then

J - -from (16)

I'0
.MNt

Fo'temmnw 5~a S {s

~ ~i 2:

I i~i



S.imilarly from(1)ad16

Vi

j~aj - 2

Vi 19)

1 (22)
w

-r ~ (1) 22)~

39 C S if U b > - --- (231

c2 b

1krOM (20) wxid (23),.

nc IS U b w
a~log v w log x~ C. l-og 1

c S

or /

lo " c+ !!.!10

(24

Eq.(17) and (24) 'may be rzga,-ded a: two simlm iiýaneous condi,--ons

obtained ma b re,-with th.,e help of (16), (20), and (22)1.

to eveJ-uate the optirntur- a11ocii-.ions for the two opponantg,

V

SH'S
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l ( •2 5) ,

nI1 (26)

These relations are valid without modification through

most of the range of S-values. Near the ends of the S-range

and in certain intermediate regions special considerations

apply. in Eq. (10) the condition 0 = 0 if u b translates

into

u < U S) C.
i ws

or (27)

By (23), D imast vanish at S = O If the right-hý&i side of

(27) is negative at S =0, the inequality cannot be satisfied

-and consequently D cannot vanish for S > 0. Dansk.•n 91nows

that both r and Xs are non-decreasing functions of S, Xf

the right-h4and side of (27), avaluated at 6 0, is positive,

na-sly, -jbjo

G = ~i J----->0

S(28)
i=.l ai

A-12
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and, from (24) for S 0,

log -C S.... (29)

w

n being , he greatest integer satisfying

X 0 vnn (30)

Danskin shows that D vanishes on thf closz'd interval 0 < S_5 G.
On this interval, by (26), A retains the constant value X

and n the constant value no. More generally, wherever D is

constant, Xs and n5 are also constant and equal to their values

at the left-hand (minimum.-S) end of t-he constant-D interval.

With the help of (5) and (19), the payoff function N' (S)

of Eq. (11) may be re-written as

H (S) ), (1 S) C1 + vj C1 Se (31)

Consequently on the initial S-interval where D vanisbes (if
•'• -i

any), we have

1 s ((-) S) C, + ViClS (32)

SThu in the interval 0 _ S 5 SI = G the payoff is jusý a lin.ar

funation of S, which has its maximum at either S 0 or 5 Si.

"I� n practice G generally turns out to be negative, so the

"interval o5Z zero lerj th.

At the right-hand (S--I) end of the intet-val ):SS •51

similar c nditions prevail. Obviously T) yj/C2 can be no

aereter than I, yet by formula (23r the logar•,thlm, • to whh

A-13
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I~ ~~ ~~ vau S 2 U2 (wic alay exst in th1pitra<21

Toecma evaualto thiwe total reourcewsofethin first-strier

beavo Co, an rmis AsSi ncaase to th s value s for omXS 0>Fromg(23)

is gi9en bysrýei tay naco~ac ih(4,a

eulto evialuate thiws we hnee toer ino aometinitaou Sithe

over which X must remain constant, equal to vi, be)!orej

ooginrning to rise again. The indication lIhat th?.s occurs

is *hat X5 straightforwardly calculated from (24), dr~ops

in vaiuc: with' increasing S. This happens because one comes

to a point at whiP'h it becomes natural, in conformity with

(17), to c-rop a tarr- out of the sum w5. ouch a drop in w s

I causes Xto drop discontinuously. (To verify this possibility,

consider C in (14) very la ne)Dan~skin has shown that this~ 2
must noz. be ailowed happon. Lj. (29) is temporarily inval-

idated, and X~ S n s, W .. and D al, :-,:3d their values, coristrntI
013er a iie -interval. As S increases further, k~, as[

calculated fromt (24) for the decreased na-value, rises again

to the -vý level. At this point (24) is reinstated. It remalins

A-14



valid for increasing S uintll X9 rises to the next (larger)

vi - value, at which point the above cvonaiderations reapply.

The optimum szolution, to repeat, requires that whenever

scalculat,-ý by (24)s seeks to decrease-for increasing S,

which occurs at successive values X = v,, E4. (24) must be

sot aWide and both Xs and w.r must mainta4 n the constant

valuoa they had at the lett-hand end of the S-interval thus

encountered., Pro;ceding from left to right in this fashion

through dec.reaeing rubscripts i in vi, we come finally to

the region where A, obedient to (17), has increased through

all vi values except the greatest, vI. Our point S = S.
is precikiely the point at which = v, for the first

s L

time, for S increasing from zero. To the right of S -

on a plot of X vs. S, i. e.. for S 2 <5S < 1, X must hold

its constant value of vI. By (17), S can never exceed v

the greatest of the v's. Since all but the most cost-

affective of the PV systems (system #1) have dropped out by'

the time S reaches S2, the sum in Eq. (21) is reduced to a

single termWal = 14•, and this w-value holds throughout

S2 S _1,, Using these values of *X and w in (33), we
S2~ l te2 vaue of

have Cb
. ClS2

ujb

(1-S 2)e Cav (34)

as a transcendental equation whose unique root between 0 and

Sdetermines S2 . For S2• : li the payoff function from (31)

•; • has the value

A-15
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"-"b1 C2

S C!

H(S) C!vl(l - S) + Cl uj Se (351

.inasmuch as D = 1, X = vI on this interval.
! I In the intermediate reiton, S, !< S- 5S 2 , the payoff

ilunction may with the help of (31) and (26) be wwitten as

Z(S) s (1 - s)c 1  (36)

S! ns
+ u1 CSx ~g( + 15 ilog

C xpIbj (-2 l-

In calculations using this formula, as previously explained,

it in essential to instruct the computer to use a non-

decreasing sequence of X -values as S increases.5

-We now have all informnition needed for platting H(S)

vs. S. Inspection of this curve will show where the

maximum payoff Hmax lies. In most practical problems it

lies at one end of the range or the otherl that is, S - 0

or S - 1. Ull agonizing about the nature of the intermediate

curve goes for naught in S9% of the realistic cases.

Hav±ng done the wot4 of plc-tting 9(S) vs. S for one

J-value (one KV system arbitrarily selected), we must by

brute strength repeat the chore for each other J-value and

compare all results to find the highest attainable H-value.

No theorem is available to eliminate A pjgoj all but a

single LV contender. That regrettable fact poses no

practical problem in this day of high-speed computers,

unleso the number of EV contenders is very larga--an unlikely

cas3Z• ~A-16
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A- Summary of Resultsji -The mathematical solution may proceed as follows:

(1) Art arbitrary J-value (NV system) is selected from

Samong the NV candidates.. It is treated as the only NV system

in tecompetit-ion..

(2) The PV systems are numbered in rank order of

effectiveness/cost according to Eq. (15).

(3) The parameters X and n0 are evaluated by

simultaneous solution of Eqs. (29) and (30'.

(41 The quantity G in (28) is calculated. If G_5O,

the quantity S1 is put equal to zero. If G >0, then S1 = G.

(5) A quantity S2 is evaluated by numerical solution

of the transcendental equation (34).

(6) The quantity H(O) is evaluated (from Eq. (32)) as
i H(0) = CI xO The quantity H(S is evaluated from (32).

On a plot of H(S) vs. S the points H(O0 and H(S1 ) are

connected by a straight line for 0< S <SS. (Eq. (32) is

the equation of this line.) The interval 0•5<S 1 wiJll be

termed "Region One."

(7) Divide "Region Two, " SI< S<S 2, into a number of

small sub-intervals. At each interval, working from left

to right (small to large S), calculate X and n5 from

Eqa. (24) and (17). Ensure that X is a non-decreasings
function by maintaining Xs and n constant at the values

they had at the left-hand end point of any interval in which

the valgtad value of > decreases below any previously-

A-17
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calculated value. With X thus determined, calculate H(S)B

from (36) and plot against S in Region Two.
(8) in "Region Three." S2_< S :1; use (35) to complete

the plot of H(S) vs.. S. If plotting is not desired, have

the computer reoord, the maximi iih -alut HM encountered in

the above calculations, and the value of S = SM at which

this maximum occurs. OtherwisL determine HM and SM by

inspection of the cuz-ves or data.

(9) Repeat the above for each of the other J-values.

Evaluate %M, SM for each j and determine which J-value yields

the maximum HM. This determninea the NV system that should

be bought. If the highest value of EM occurs for Sm 0,

a commonly encountered case, no NV system shoull be bought.

(10) With the proper J-value (if any) thus determined,

and the maximum EM, SM known, evaluate the optimum nix compo-

sit. n as follows:

(a) If 05SM< SI, i. e., the maximum lies in

Region One, (usually SM = 0) then

c l(l -n,,

Za i a for n o, 2,.-o, no (37)

i--

Yi ai Xo

Xi yi =O for i > no.

A-18
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The anthingof impiesthatIn hisregin, yen f S> 0 SM ein

th piu rcino h eodsrkrsrsucsdvtdt

T~ ~ ()I l M<2 he maximumn oD mlies ta in thR egion, Two.n ift SM ( M bend

nM represent the values of Xs and ns at S SM. Then

_ vi

-1 a1 log,

x = y1 0 for i > e

D I' log

2liSMiog [U bi EZ_1 1
C2 bj j.~l a1

L ( MC-_S M) C,

These two alternat-ive expressions for D, obtained from (23) and (26),1

provide a useful check on the computer program.

4 (a) If 8 $ 1-, the maximum 'lies in Region Three. Actually,

b'oomwe of concavity of function, Eq. (35), H~cannot be at an interior
- polmnb of Region Three, but (as in Regionm One and in the other intervels

of constant D snAd) must lie on the 'joundary. If it lies at SM 1, then
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